Licenses

Every library is named and followed by a link to the software and their respective copyright annotations. Every section is then followed by the complete license text.

**MIT License (MIT)**

**Trustkit-Android:**
https://github.com/datatheorem/TrustKit-Android
Copyright (c) 2016 Data Theorem, Inc.

**jhy/jsoup:**
https://github.com/jhy/jsoup
Copyright (c) 2009-2018 Jonathan Hedley <jonathan@hedley.net>

**SwiftSoup:**
https://github.com/scinfu/SwiftSoup
Copyright (c) 2016 Nabil Chatbi

**ASN1Decoder:**
https://github.com/filom/ASN1Decoder
Copyright (c) 2017 Filippo

**Lombok:**
https://github.com/rzwitserloot/lombok
Copyright (C) 2009-2015 The Project Lombok Authors.

**@angular-devkit/core, @angular-devkit/schematics:**
https://github.com/angular/angular-cli
Copyright (c) 2017 Google, Inc.

**@angular/animations, @angular/common, @angular/compiler-cli, @angular/compiler, @angular/core, @angular/forms, @angular/http, @angular/platform-browser-dynamic, @angular/platform-browser, @angular/router:**
https://github.com/angular/angular
Copyright (c) 2010-2019 Google LLC. http://angular.io/license

**@ionic-native/app-version, @ionic-native/barcode-scanner, @ionic-native/calendar, @ionic-native/core, @ionic-native/file-opener, @ionic-native/file, @ionic-native/in-app-browser, @ionic-native/native-storage, @ionic-native/splash-screen, @ionic-native/status-bar,**
https://github.com/ionic-team/ionic-native
Copyright 2015-present Drifty Co.
http://drifty.com/
@ionic/angular, @ionic/core:
https://github.com/ionic-team/ionic
Copyright 2015-present Drifty Co.
http://drifty.com/

@mrmnlc/readdir-enhanced:
https://github.com/bigstickcarpet/readdir-enhanced
Copyright (c) 2016 James Messinger

@ng-bootstrap/ng-bootstrap:
https://github.com/ng-bootstrap/ng-bootstrap
Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Angular ng-bootstrap team

@ngx-translate/core:
https://github.com/ngx-translate/core
Copyright (c) 2018 Olivier Combe

@ngx-translate/http-loader:
https://github.com/ngx-translate/http-loader
Copyright (c) 2018 Olivier Combe

@ngxs/store:
https://github.com/ngxs/store
Copyright (c) 2018 <amcdaniel2@gmail.com>

@nodelib/fs.stat:
https://github.com/nodelib/nodelib/tree/master/packages/fs/fs.stat
Copyright (c) Denis Malinochkin

@types/cordova@0.0.34:
https://github.com/DefinitelyTyped/DefinitelyTyped
Copyrights are respective of each contributor listed at the beginning of each definition file.

accepts:
https://github.com/jshttp/accepts
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

ajv:
https://github.com/epoberezkin/ajv
Copyright (c) 2015-2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

android-versions:
https://github.com/dvoiss/android-versions
Copyright (c) David Voiss
angular-bootstrap-scrolling-tabs:
https://github.com/mikejacobson/angular-bootstrap-scrolling-tabs
Copyright (c) 2014 Mike Jacobson

angular-font-awesome:
https://github.com/baruchvlz/angular-font-awesome
Copyright (c) 2017

angular:
https://github.com/angular/angular.js
Copyright (c) 2010-2018 Google, Inc. http://angularjs.org

ansi-regex:
https://github.com/chalk/ansi-regex
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

ansi-styles:
https://github.com/chalk/ansi-styles
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

ansi:
https://github.com/TooTallNate/ansi.js
Copyright (c) 2012 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

argparse:
https://github.com/nodeca/argparse
Copyright (C) 2012 by Vitaly Puzrin

arr-diff:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/arr-diff
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

arr-flatten:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/arr-flatten
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

arr-union:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/arr-union
Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

array-union:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/array-union
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
array-uniq:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/array-uniq
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

array-unique:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/array-unique
Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert

arrify:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/arrify
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

assign-symbols:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/assign-symbols
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

async-each:
https://github.com/paulmillr/async-each
Copyright (c) 2016 Paul Miller (paulmillr.com)

https://github.com/babel/babel/blob/master/LICENSE
Copyright (c) 2014-present Sebastian McKenzie and other contributors

balanced-match:
https://github.com/juliangruber/balanced-match
Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
base:
https://github.com/node-base/base
Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

base64-js:
https://github.com/beatgammit/base64-js
Copyright (c) 2014

binary-extensions:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/binary-extensions
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

body-parser:
https://github.com/expressjs/body-parser
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

bootstrap:
https://github.com/twbs/bootstrap
Copyright (c) 2011-2019 Twitter, Inc.
Copyright (c) 2011-2019 The Bootstrap Authors

bplist-creator:
https://github.com/nearinfinity/node-bplist-creator
Copyright (c) 2012 Near Infinity Corporation

bplist-parser:
https://github.com/nearinfinity/node-bplist-parser
Copyright (c) 2012 Near Infinity Corporation

brace-expansion:
https://github.com/juliangruber/brace-expansion
Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>

braces:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/braces
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

braces:
https://github.com/micromatch/braces
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

builtin-modules:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/builtin-modules
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
bytes:
https://github.com/visionmedia/bytes.js
Copyright (c) 2012-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright (c) 2015 Jed Watson <jed.watson@me.com>

cache-base:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/cache-base
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

call-me-maybe:
https://github.com/limulus/call-me-maybe
Copyright (c) 2015 Eric McCarthy

camelcase:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/camelcase
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

canonical-path:
https://github.com/petebacondarwin/node-canonical-path
Copyright (c) 2017 Pete Bacon Darwin

chalk:
https://github.com/chalk/chalk
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

chokidar:
https://github.com/paulmillr/chokidar
Copyright (c) 2012-2019 Paul Miller (https://paulmillr.com) & Elan Shanker

class-utils:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/class-utils
Copyright (c) 2015, 2017-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

code-point-at:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/code-point-at
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

collection-visit:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/collection-visit
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert

commander:
https://github.com/tj/commander.js
Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk tj@vision-media.ca
cordova-plugin-app-version:
https://github.com/whiteoctober/cordova-plugin-app-version
Copyright (c) 2013 White October

cordova-plugin-calendar:
https://github.com/EddyVerbruggen/Calendar-PhoneGap-Plugin

cordova-plugin-enable-multidex:
https://github.com/adriano-di-giovanni/cordova-plugin-enable-multidex
Copyright (c) 2018 Adriano Di Giovanni

cordova-plugin-file-opener2:
https://github.com/pwlin/cordova-plugin-file-opener2
Copyright (c) 2013 pwlin - pwlin05@gmail.com

core-js:
https://github.com/zloirock/core-js
Copyright (c) 2014-2019 Denis Pushkarev

core-util-is:
https://github.com/isaacs/core-util-is
Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.
cross-spawn:
https://github.com/moxystudio/node-cross-spawn
Copyright (c) 2018 Made With MOXY Lda <hello@moxy.studio>
debug:
https://github.com/visionmedia/debug
Copyright (c) 2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
decamelize:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/decamelize
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
decode-uri-component:
https://github.com/SamVerschueren/decode-uri-component
Copyright (c) Sam Verschueren <sam.verschueren@gmail.com> (github.com/SamVerschueren)
deep-extend:
https://github.com/unclechu/node-deep-extend
Copyright (c) 2013-2018, Viacheslav Lotsmanov
escape-string-regexp:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/escape-string-regexp
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

etag:
https://github.com/jshttp/etag
Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson

execa:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/execa
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

expand-brackets:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/expand-brackets
Copyright (c) 2015-2018, Jon Schlinkert

expand-range:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/expand-range
Copyright (c) 2014-present, Jon Schlinkert

express:
https://github.com/expressjs/express
Copyright (c) 2009-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright (c) 2013-2014 Roman Shtylman <shtylman+expressjs@gmail.com>
Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

extend-shallow:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/extend-shallow
Copyright (c) 2014-2015, 2017, Jon Schlinkert.

extglob:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/extglob
Copyright (c) 2015-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

fast-deep-equal:
https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-deep-equal
Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin

fast-json-stable-stringify:
https://github.com/epoberezkin/fast-json-stable-stringify
Copyright (c) 2017 Evgeny Poberezkin
fast-glob:
https://github.com/mrmlnc/fast-glob
Copyright (c) Denis Malinochkin

file-saver:
https://github.com/eligrey/FileSaver.js
Copyright © 2016 Eli Grey.

filename-regex:
https://github.com/regexhq/filename-regex
Copyright (c) 2014-2015, 2017, Jon Schlinkert

fill-range:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fill-range
Copyright (c) 2014-present, Jon Schlinkert.

finalhandler:
https://github.com/pillarjs/finalhandler
Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

find-up:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/find-up
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

for-in:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/for-in
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert

for-own:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/for-own
Copyright (c) 2014-2015, 2017, Jon Schlinkert

forwarded:
https://github.com/jshttp/forwarded
Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson

fragment-cache:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/fragment-cache
Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Jon Schlinkert

fresh:
https://github.com/jshttp/fresh
Copyright (c) 2012 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright (c) 2016-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
String.fromCharCode:
Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
(included in the ISC library: sax)

fs-extra:
https://github.com/jprichardson/node-fs-extra
Copyright (c) 2011-2017 JP Richardson

fs-readdir-recursive:
https://github.com/fs-utils/fs-readdir-recursive
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com

fsevents:
https://github.com/strongloop/fsevents
Copyright (C) 2010-2018 by Philipp Dunkel, Ben Noordhuis, Elan Shankar

get-stream:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/get-stream
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

get-value:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/get-value
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

glob-base:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/glob-base
Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

globals:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/globals
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

globby:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/globby
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

has-ansi:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/has-ansi
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

has-value:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/has-value
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.
has-values:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/has-values
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

home-or-tmp:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/home-or-tmp
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

http-errors:
https://github.com/jshttp/http-errors
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com
Copyright (c) 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson doug@somethingdoug.com

iconv-lite:
https://github.com/ashtuchkin/iconv-lite
Copyright (c) 2011 Alexander Shtuchkin

ignore:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-ignore
Copyright (c) 2013 Kael Zhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

interpret:
https://github.com/gulpjs/interpret
Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Tyler Kellen <tyler@sleekcode.net>,
Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com>,
and Eric Schoffstall <yo@contra.io>

invariant:
https://github.com/zertosh/invariant
Copyright (c) 2013-present, Facebook, Inc.

invert-kv:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/invert-kv
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

ionicons:
https://github.com/ionic-team/ionicons
Copyright (c) 2015-present Ionic (http://ionic.io/)

ipaddr.js:
https://github.com/whitequark/ipaddr.js
Copyright (C) 2011-2017 whitequark <whitequark@whitequark.org>
is-accessor-descriptor:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-accessor-descriptor
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

is-arrayish:
https://github.com/qix-/node-is-arrayish
Copyright (c) 2015 JD Ballard

is-binary-path:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-binary-path
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

is-buffer:
https://github.com/feross/is-buffer
Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadieh

is-builtin-module:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-builtin-module
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

is-data-descriptor:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-data-descriptor
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

is-descriptor:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-descriptor
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

is-dotfile:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-dotfile
Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert

is-equal-shallow:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-equal-shallow
Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

is-extendable:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-extendable
Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

is-extglob:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-extglob
Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert
is-finite:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-finite
Copyright (c) Sindres Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

is-fullwidth-code-point:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-fullwidth-code-point
Copyright (c) Sindres Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

is-glob:
https://github.com/micromatch/is-glob
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

is-number:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-number
Copyright (c) 2014-present, Jon Schlinkert.

is-plain-object:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-plain-object
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

is-posix-bracket:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-posix-bracket
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

is-primitive:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-primitive
Copyright (c) 2014-present, Jon Schlinkert.

is-stream:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-stream
Copyright (c) Sindres Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

is-windows:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/is-windows
Copyright (c) 2015-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

is-wsl:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/is-wsl
Copyright (c) Sindres Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

isarray:
https://github.com/juliangruber/isarray
Copyright (c) 2013 Julian Gruber <julian@juliangruber.com>
locate-path:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/locate-path
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

lodash:
https://github.com/lodash/lodash
Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

lodash.debounce:
https://github.com/lodash/lodash
Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors <https://js.foundation/>

loose-envify:
https://github.com/zertosh/loose-envify
Copyright (c) 2015 Andres Suarez <zertosh@gmail.com>

magic-string:
https://github.com/rich-harris/magic-string
Copyright 2018 Rich Harris

make-array:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/make-array
Copyright (c) 2013 kaelzhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

map-cache:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/map-cache
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

map-visit:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/map-visit
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert

math-random:
https://github.com/michaelrhodes/math-random

media-typer:
https://github.com/jshttp/media-typer
Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson

mem:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/mem
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
merge2:
https://github.com/teambition/merge2
Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Teambition

merge-descriptors:
https://github.com/component/merge-descriptors
Copyright (c) 2013 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

methods:
https://github.com/jshttp/methods
Copyright (c) 2013-2014 TJ Holowaychuk <tj@vision-media.ca>
Copyright (c) 2015-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

micromatch:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/micromatch
https://github.com/micromatch/micromatch
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

mime-db:
https://github.com/jshttp/mime-db
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong me@jongleberry.com

mime-types:
https://github.com/jshttp/mime-types
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

mime:
https://github.com/broofa/node-mime
Copyright (c) 2010 Benjamin Thomas, Robert Kieffer

minimist:
https://github.com/substack/minimist

minizlib:
https://github.com/isaacs/minizlib
Copyright Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.
Copyright Joyent, Inc. and other Node contributors. All rights reserved.

MixinDeePF
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/mixin-deep
Copyright (c) 2014-present, Jon Schlinkert.
mkdirp:  
https://github.com/substack/node-mkdirp  
Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)

moment:  
https://github.com/moment/moment  
Copyright (c) JS Foundation and other contributors

ms:  
https://github.com/zeit/ms  
Copyright (c) 2016 Zeit, Inc.

nan:  
https://github.com/nodejs/nan  
Copyright (c) 2018 NAN contributors

nanomatch:  
https://github.com/micromatch/nanomatch  
Copyright (c) 2016-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

needle:  
https://github.com/tomas/needle  
Copyright (c) Fork, Ltd.

negotiator:  
https://github.com/jshttp/negotiator  
Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Federico Romero  
Copyright (c) 2012-2014 Isaac Z. Schlueter  
Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson

ngx-spinner:  
https://github.com/Napster2210/ngx-spinner  
Copyright (c) 2019 Yuvraj Chauhan

ngx-ui-switch:  
https://github.com/webcat12345/ngx-ui-switch  
Copyright (c) 2016 YangYang Yu

ngx:  
https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-ngx  
Copyright (c) 2013 kaelzhang <i@kael.me>, contributors  
http://kael.me/
nice-try:
https://github.com/electerious/nice-try
Copyright (c) 2019 Tobias Reich

normalize-path:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/normalize-path
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

npm-run-path:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/npm-run-path
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

number-is-nan:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/number-is-nan
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

object-access:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-object-access
Copyright (c) 2013 kaelzhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

object-assign:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/object-assign
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

object-copy:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/object-copy
Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Jon Schlinkert

object-visit:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/object-visit
Copyright (c) 2015, 2017, Jon Schlinkert

object.omit:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/object.omit
Copyright (c) 2014-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

object.pick:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/object.pick
Copyright (c) 2014-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

on-finished:
https://github.com/jshttp/on-finished
Copyright (c) 2013 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2014 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>
on-headers@1.0.1:
https://github.com/jshttp/on-headers
Copyright (c) 2014 Douglas Christopher Wilson

opn:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/opn
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

os-homedir:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-homedir
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

os-locale:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-locale
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

os-tmpdir:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/os-tmpdir
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

p-finally:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-finally
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

p-limit:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-limit
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

p-locate:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-locate
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

p-map:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-map
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

p-reduce:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-reduce
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

p-try:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/p-try
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)
parse-glob:
https://github.com/micromatch/parse-glob
Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

parse-json:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/parse-json
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

parse-url:
https://github.com/pillarjs/parse-url
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

pascalcase:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/pascalcase
Copyright (c) 2015, Jon Schlinkert.

path dirname:
https://github.com/es128/path-dimname
Copyright (c) Elan Shanker and Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

path-exists:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-exists
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

path-is absolute:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-is-absolute
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

path-key:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-key
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

path-to-regexp:
https://github.com/component/path-to-regexp
Copyright (c) 2014 Blake Embrey (hello@blakeembrey.com)

path-type:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/path-type
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

pegjs:
https://github.com/pegjs/pegjs
Copyright (c) 2010-2016 David Majda
Copyright (c) 2017+ Futago-za Ryuu
phonegap-plugin-barcode-scanner:
https://github.com/phonegap/phonegap-plugin-barcode-scanner
Copyright 2010 Matt Kane
Copyright 2011 IBM Corporation
Copyright 2012-2017 Adobe Systems

pify:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/pify
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

plist:
https://github.com/TooTallNate/node-plist
Copyright (c) 2010-2017 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

posix-character-classes:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/posix-character-classes
Copyright (c) 2016-2017, Jon Schlinkert

pre-suf:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-pre-suf
Copyright (c) 2013 kaelzhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

preserve:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/preserve
Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Jon Schlinkert.

private:
https://github.com/benjamn/private
Copyright (c) 2014 Ben Newman <bn@cs.stanford.edu>

process-nextick-args:
https://github.com/calvinmecalf/process-nextick-args
Copyright (c) 2015 Calvin Metcalf

proxy-addr:
https://github.com/jshttp/proxy-addr
Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson

punycode:
https://github.com/bestiejs/punycode.js
Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>
regenerator-runtime:
https://github.com/facebook/regenerator/tree/master/packages/regenerator-runtime

regex-cache:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/regex-cache
Copyright (c) 2015-2017, Jon Schlinkert.

regex-not:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/regex-not
Copyright (c) 2016, 2018, Jon Schlinkert.

regexpu-core:
https://github.com/mathiasbynens/regexpu-core
Copyright Mathias Bynens <https://mathiasbynens.be/>

regjsgen:
https://github.com/d10/regjsgen
Copyright 2014-2018 Benjamin Tan <https://bnjmnt4n.now.sh/>

repeat-element:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-element
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

repeat-string:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/repeat-string
Copyright (c) 2014-2015, Jon Schlinkert.

repeating:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/repeating
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

require-directory:
https://github.com/troygoode/node-require-directory
Copyright (c) 2011 Troy Goode <troygoode@gmail.com>

resolve-url:
https://github.com/lydell/resolve-url
Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Lydell

resolve:
https://github.com/substack/node-resolve

ret:
https://github.com/fent/ret.js
Copyright (C) 2011 by fent
safe-buffer:
https://github.com/feross/safe-buffer
Copyright (c) Feross Aboukhadieh

safe-regex:
https://github.com/substack/safe-regex

safer-buffer:
https://github.com/ChALkeR/safer-buffer
Copyright (c) 2018 Nikita Skovoroda <chalkerx@gmail.com>

send:
https://github.com/pillarjs/send
Copyright (c) 2012 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson

serve-static:
https://github.com/expressjs/serve-static
Copyright (c) 2010 Sencha Inc.
Copyright (c) 2011 LearnBoost
Copyright (c) 2011 TJ Holowaychuk
Copyright (c) 2014-2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson

set-immediate-shim:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/set-immediate-shim
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

set-value:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/set-value
Copyright (c) 2014-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

shebang-command:
https://github.com/kevva/shebang-command
Copyright (c) Kevin Mårtensson <kevinmartensson@gmail.com> (github.com/kevva)

shebang-regex:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/shebang-regex
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

simctl:
https://github.com/phonegap/simctl
Copyright (c) 2014 Shazron Abdullah
simple-plist:
https://github.com/wollardj/node-simple-plist
Copyright (c) 2013 Joe Wollard

slash:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/slash
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

slick-carousel:
https://github.com/kenwheeler/slick
Copyright (c) 2013-2016

snapdragon-node:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/snapdragon-node
Copyright (c) 2017-present, Jon Schlinkert.

snapdragon-util:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/snapdragon-util
Copyright (c) 2017-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

snapdragon:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/snapdragon
Copyright (c) 2015-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

source-map-resolve:
https://github.com/lydell/source-map-resolve
Copyright (c) 2014, 2015, 2016, 2017 Simon Lydell

source-map-support:
https://github.com/evanw/node-source-map-support
Copyright (c) 2014 Evan Wallace

source-map-url:
https://github.com/lydell/source-map-url
Copyright (c) 2014 Simon Lydell

sourcemap-codec:
https://github.com/Rich-Harris/sourcemap-codec
Copyright (c) 2015 Rich Harris

spdx-expression-parse:
https://github.com/jslicense/spdx-expression-parse.js
Copyright (c) 2015 Kyle E. Mitchell & other authors listed in AUTHORS
split-string:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/split-string
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

static-extend:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/static-extend
Copyright (c) 2016, Jon Schlinkert.

statuses:
https://github.com/jshttp/statuses
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2016 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

string-width:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/string-width
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

string_decoder:
https://github.com/nodejs/string_decoder
Copyright Node.js contributors. All rights reserved.

strip-ansi:
https://github.com/chalk/strip-ansi
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

strip-bom:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-bom
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

strip-eof:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-eof
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

strip-json-comments:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/strip-json-comments
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

supports-color:
https://github.com/chalk/supports-color
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

to-fast-properties:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/to-fast-properties
Copyright (c) 2014 Petka Antonov
2015 Sindre Sorhus
to-object-path:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/to-object-path
Copyright (c) 2015-2016, Jon Schlinkert.

to-regex-range:
https://github.com/micromatch/to-regex-range
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

to-regex:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/to-regex
Copyright (c) 2016-2018, Jon Schlinkert.

trim-right:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/trim-right
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

type-is:
https://github.com/jshttp/type-is
Copyright (c) 2014 Jonathan Ong <me@jongleberry.com>
Copyright (c) 2014-2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

typo-chalk:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/typo-chalk
Copyright (c) 2013 kaelzhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

typo:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-typo
Copyright (c) 2013 kaelzhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

underscore:
https://github.com/jashkenas/underscore
Copyright (c) 2009-2018 Jeremy Ashkenas, DocumentCloud and Investigative Reporters & Editors

union-value:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/union-value
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

universalify:
https://github.com/RyanZim/universalify
Copyright (c) 2017, Ryan Zimmerman <opensrc@ryanizm.com>
unpipe:
https://github.com/stream-utils/unpipe
Copyright (c) 2015 Douglas Christopher Wilson <doug@somethingdoug.com>

unset-value:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/unset-value
Copyright (c) 2015, 2017, Jon Schlinkert

upath:
https://github.com/anodynos/upath
Copyright(c) 2014-2017 Angelos Pikoulas (agelos.pikoulas@gmail.com)

urix:
https://github.com/lydell/urix
Copyright (c) 2013 Simon Lydell

use:
https://github.com/jonschlinkert/use
Copyright (c) 2015-present, Jon Schlinkert.

user-home:
https://github.com/sindresorhus/user-home
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

util-deprecate:
https://github.com/TooTallNate/util-deprecate
Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan Rajlich <nathan@tootallnate.net>

util-merge:
https://github.com/jaredhanson/utils-merge
Copyright (c) 2013-2017 Jared Hanson

uuid:
https://github.com/kelektiv/node-uuid
Copyright (c) 2010-2016 Robert Kieffer and other contributors

v8flags:
https://github.com/tkellen/node-v8flags
Copyright (c) 2014-2018 Tyler Kellen <tyler@sleekcode.net>, Blaine Bublitz <blaine.bublitz@gmail.com>, and Eric Schoffstall <yo@contra.io>

vary:
https://github.com/jshttp/vary
Copyright (c) 2014-2017 Douglas Christopher Wilson
wrap-ansi:
https://github.com/chalk/wrap-ansi
Copyright (c) Sindre Sorhus <sindresorhus@gmail.com> (sindresorhus.com)

xml2js:
https://github.com/angular/zone.js
Copyright (c) 2016-2018 Google, Inc.

xmlbuilder:
https://github.com/oozcitak/xmlbuilder-js
Copyright (c) 2013 Ozgur Ozcitak

yargs:
https://github.com/yargs/yargs
Copyright 2010 James Halliday (mail@substack.net)
Modified work Copyright 2014 Contributors (ben@npmjs.com)

zone.js:
https://github.com/angular/zone.js
Copyright (c) 2016-2018 Google, Inc.

cordova-plugin-ionic-keyboard:
https://github.com/ionic-team/cordova-plugin-ionic-keyboard
Copyright 2015-present Drifty Co.
http://drifty.com/

properties-parser:
https://github.com/xavi-/node-properties-parser
Copyright (c) Xavi Ramirez

tail:
https://github.com/lucagrulla/node-tail
Copyright (c) 2011 2012 2013 Forward

unorm:
https://github.com/walling/unorm
Copyright (c) 2008-2013 Matsuza <matsuza@gmail.com>,
Bjarke Walling <bwp@bwp.dk>

xml-escape:
https://github.com/miketheprogrammer/xml-escape
Copyright (c) 2014 Michael Hernandez
RapidJSON:
https://github.com/Tencent/rapidjson/blob/master/license.txt
Copyright (C) 2015 THL A29 Limited, a Tencent company, and Milo Yip. All rights reserved.

libxml2:
http://xmlsoft.org/FAQ.html
Copyright (c) Daniel Veillard

xmldom:
https://github.com/jindw/xmldom

rc:
https://github.com/dominictarr/rc
Copyright (c) 2011 Dominic Tarr

atob:
https://git.coolaj86.com/coolaj86/atob.js.git
Copyright (c) 2015 AJ ONeal

code-stringify:
https://github.com/kaelzhang/node-code-stringify
Copyright (c) 2013 Kael Zhang <i@kael.me>, contributors
http://kael.me/

regenerator-transform:
https://github.com/facebook/regenerator
Copyright (c) 2014-present, Facebook, Inc.

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and
associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,
including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT
HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF
CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE
SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.
The ISC License:

abbrev: https://github.com/isaacs/abbrev-js
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

anymatch: https://github.com/micromatch/anymatch
Copyright (c) 2014 Elan Shanker

aproba: https://github.com/iarna/aproba
Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>

are-we-there-yet: https://github.com/iarna/are-we-there-yet
Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

chownr: https://github.com/isaacs/chownr
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

cliui: https://github.com/yargs/cliui
Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

console-control-strings: https://github.com/iarna/console-control-strings
Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>

fs-minipass: https://github.com/npm/fs-minipass
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

fs.realpath: https://github.com/isaacs/fs.realpath
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

gauge: https://github.com/iarna/gauge
Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>

get-caller-file: https://github.com/stefanpenner/get-caller-file
Copyright 2018 Stefan Penner
glob-parent:
Copyright (c) 2015 Elan Shanker

glob:
https://github.com/isaacs/node-glob
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

graceful-fs:
https://github.com/isaacs/node-graceful-fs
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter, Ben Noordhuis, and Contributors

has-unicode:
https://github.com/iarna/has-unicode
Copyright (c) 2014, Rebecca Turner <me@rebecca.org>

hosted-git-info:
https://github.com/npm/hosted-git-info
Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner

ignore-walk:
https://github.com/isaacs/ignore-walk
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

inflight:
https://github.com/npm/inflight
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

inherits:
https://github.com/isaacs/inherits
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter

ini:
https://github.com/isaacs/ini
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

isexe:
https://github.com/isaacs/isexe
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

lru-cache:
https://github.com/isaacs/node-lru-cache
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors
minimatch:
https://github.com/isaacs/minimatch
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

minipass:
https://github.com/isaacs/minipass
Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

nopt:
https://github.com/npm/nopt
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

npm-bundled:
https://github.com/npm/npm-bundled
Copyright (c) npm, Inc. and Contributors

npm-packlist:
https://github.com/npm/npm-packlist
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

npmlog:
https://github.com/npm/npmlog
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

once:
https://github.com/isaacs/once
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

osenv:
https://github.com/npm/osenv
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

output-file-sync:
https://github.com/shinnn/output-file-sync
Copyright 2017 - 2018 Shinnosuke Watanabe

pseudomap:
https://github.com/isaacs/pseudomap
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

remove-trailing-separator:
https://github.com/darsain/remove-trailing-separator
Copyright (c) 2017 Tomas Sardyha <darsain@gmail.com>
require-main-filename:
https://github.com/yargs/require-main-filename
Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

rimraf:
https://github.com/isaacs/rimraf
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

sax:
https://github.com/isaacs/sax-js
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

semver:
https://github.com/npm/node-semver
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

set-blocking:
https://github.com/yargs/set-blocking
Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

setprototypeof:
https://github.com/wesleytodd/setprototypeof
Copyright (c) 2015, Wes Todd

signal-exit:
https://github.com/tapjs/signal-exit
Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

tar:
https://github.com/npm/node-tar
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

which-module:
https://github.com/nexdrew/which-module
Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

which:
https://github.com/isaacs/node-which
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

wide-align:
https://github.com/iarna/wide-align
Copyright (c) 2015, Rebecca Turner <me@re-becca.org>
wrappy:
https://github.com/npm/wrappy
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

y18n:
https://github.com/yargs/y18n
Copyright (c) 2015, Contributors

yallist:
https://github.com/isaacs/yallist
Copyright (c) Isaac Z. Schlueter and Contributors

yargs-parser:
https://github.com/yargs/yargs-parser
Copyright (c) 2016, Contributors

Permission to use, copy, modify, and/or distribute this software for any purpose with or without fee is hereby granted, provided that the above copyright notice and this permission notice appear in all copies.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS" AND THE AUTHOR DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES WITH REGARD TO THIS SOFTWARE INCLUDING ALL IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHOR BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, DIRECT, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES OR ANY DAMAGES WHATSOEVER RESULTING FROM LOSS OF USE, DATA OR PROFITS, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACTION, ARISING OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE USE OR PERFORMANCE OF THIS SOFTWARE.

Apache License 2.0:

okhttp:
https://github.com/square/okhttp
Copyright Square

Nimbus JOSE+JWT:
https://bitbucket.org/connect2id/nimbus-jose-jwt/wiki/Home
Copyright 2012 Connect2id

Android Support Libraries:
https://developer.android.com/topic/libraries/support-library/packages
Copyright Android Open Source Project
RootBeer:
https://github.com/scottyab/rootbeer
Copyright (C) 2015, Scott Alexander-Bown, Mat Rollings

Cordova:
https://cordova.apache.org/
Copyright © 2012, 2013, 2015 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-android:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-android
Copyright 2015 Apache Cordova

cordova-browser:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-browser
Copyright 2012-2015 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-common:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-common
Copyright The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-ios:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-ios
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-plugin-device:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-device
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-plugin-file:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-file
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-plugin-inappbrowser:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-inappbrowser
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-plugin-ionic-webview:
https://github.com/ionic-team/cordova-plugin-ionic-webview
Copyright ionicframework.com

cordova-plugin-nativestorage:
https://github.com/TheCocoaProject/cordova-plugin-nativestorage
Copyright TheCocoaProject
cordova-plugin-splashscreen:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-splashscreen
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-plugin-statusbar:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-statusbar
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-plugin-whitelist:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-plugin-whitelist
Copyright 2012 The Apache Software Foundation

cordova-serve:
https://github.com/apache/cordova-serve
Copyright 2017 The Apache Software Foundation

Spring Boot:
https://github.com/spring-projects/spring-boot
Copyright 2019 Pivotal Software

Apache HTTP Components:
http://hc.apache.org/
Copyright 2005-2019 Apache Software Foundation

Zxing QR:
https://github.com/zxing/zxing
Copyright Denso Wave, inc.

Gson:
https://github.com/google/gson
Copyright 2008 Google Inc.

detect-libc:
https://github.com/lovell/detect-libc
Copyright 2017 Lovell Fuller

rxjs:
https://github.com/reactivex/rxjs
Copyright (c) 2015-2018 Google, Inc., Netflix, Inc., Microsoft Corp. and contributors

tslib:
https://github.com/Microsoft/tslib
Copyright (c) Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.
Apache License
Version 2.0, January 2004

http://www.apache.org/licenses/

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR USE, REPRODUCTION, AND DISTRIBUTION

1. Definitions.

"License" shall mean the terms and conditions for use, reproduction, and distribution as defined by Sections 1 through 9 of this document.

"Licensor" shall mean the copyright owner or entity authorized by the copyright owner that is granting the License.

"Legal Entity" shall mean the union of the acting entity and all other entities that control, are controlled by, or are under common control with that entity. For the purposes of this definition, "control" means (i) the power, direct or indirect, to cause the direction or management of such entity, whether by contract or otherwise, or (ii) ownership of fifty percent (50%) or more of the outstanding shares, or (iii) beneficial ownership of such entity.

"You" (or "Your") shall mean an individual or Legal Entity exercising permissions granted by this License.

"Source" form shall mean the preferred form for making modifications, including but not limited to software source code, documentation source, and configuration files.

"Object" form shall mean any form resulting from mechanical transformation or translation of a Source form, including but not limited to compiled object code, generated documentation, and conversions to other media types.

"Work" shall mean the work of authorship, whether in Source or Object form, made available under the License, as indicated by a copyright notice that is included in or attached to the work (an example is provided in the Appendix below).

"Derivative Works" shall mean any work, whether in Source or Object form, that is based on (or derived from) the Work and for which the editorial revisions, annotations, elaborations, or other modifications represent, as a whole, an original work of authorship. For the purposes of this License, Derivative Works shall not include works that remain separable from, or merely link (or bind by name) to the interfaces of, the Work and Derivative Works thereof.

"Contribution" shall mean any work of authorship, including the original version of the Work and any modifications or additions to that Work or Derivative Works thereof, that is intentionally submitted to Licensor for inclusion in the Work by the copyright owner or by an individual or Legal Entity authorized to submit on behalf of the copyright owner. For the purposes of this definition,
"submitted" means any form of electronic, verbal, or written communication sent to the Licensor or its representatives, including but not limited to communication on electronic mailing lists, source code control systems, and issue tracking systems that are managed by, or on behalf of, the Licensor for the purpose of discussing and improving the Work, but excluding communication that is conspicuously marked or otherwise designated in writing by the copyright owner as "Not a Contribution."

"Contributor" shall mean Licensor and any individual or Legal Entity on behalf of whom a Contribution has been received by Licensor and subsequently incorporated within the Work.

2. Grant of Copyright License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable copyright license to reproduce, prepare Derivative Works of, publicly display, publicly perform, sublicense, and distribute the Work and such Derivative Works in Source or Object form.

3. Grant of Patent License. Subject to the terms and conditions of this License, each Contributor hereby grants to You a perpetual, worldwide, non-exclusive, no-charge, royalty-free, irrevocable (except as stated in this section) patent license to make, have made, use, offer to sell, sell, import, and otherwise transfer the Work, where such license applies only to those patent claims licensable by such Contributor that are necessarily infringed by their Contribution(s) alone or by combination of their Contribution(s) with the Work to which such Contribution(s) was submitted. If You institute patent litigation against any entity (including a cross-claim or counterclaim in a lawsuit) alleging that the Work or a Contribution incorporated within the Work constitutes direct or contributory patent infringement, then any patent licenses granted to You under this License for that Work shall terminate as of the date such litigation is filed.

4. Redistribution. You may reproduce and distribute copies of the Work or Derivative Works thereof in any medium, with or without modifications, and in Source or Object form, provided that You meet the following conditions:

You must give any other recipients of the Work or Derivative Works a copy of this License; and

You must cause any modified files to carry prominent notices stating that You changed the files; and

You must retain, in the Source form of any Derivative Works that You distribute, all copyright, patent, trademark, and attribution notices from the Source form of the Work, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works; and

If the Work includes a "NOTICE" text file as part of its distribution, then any Derivative Works that You distribute must include a readable copy of the attribution notices contained within such NOTICE file, excluding those notices that do not pertain to any part of the Derivative Works, in at least one of the following places: within a NOTICE text file distributed as part of the Derivative Works; within the Source form or documentation, if provided along with the Derivative Works; or, within a display generated by the Derivative Works, if and wherever such third-party notices normally appear. The contents of the NOTICE file are for informational purposes only and do not modify the License. You
may add Your own attribution notices within Derivative Works that You distribute, alongside or as an addendum to the NOTICE text from the Work, provided that such additional attribution notices cannot be construed as modifying the License. You may add Your own copyright statement to Your modifications and may provide additional or different license terms and conditions for use, reproduction, or distribution of Your modifications, or for any such Derivative Works as a whole, provided Your use, reproduction, and distribution of the Work otherwise complies with the conditions stated in this License.

5. Submission of Contributions. Unless You explicitly state otherwise, any Contribution intentionally submitted for inclusion in the Work by You to the Licensor shall be under the terms and conditions of this License, without any additional terms or conditions. Notwithstanding the above, nothing herein shall supersede or modify the terms of any separate license agreement you may have executed with Licensor regarding such Contributions.

6. Trademarks. This License does not grant permission to use the trade names, trademarks, service marks, or product names of the Licensor, except as required for reasonable and customary use in describing the origin of the Work and reproducing the content of the NOTICE file.

7. Disclaimer of Warranty. Unless required by applicable law or agreed to in writing, Licensor provides the Work (and each Contributor provides its Contributions) on an "AS IS" BASIS, WITHOUT WARRANTIES OR CONDITIONS OF ANY KIND, either express or implied, including, without limitation, any warranties or conditions of TITLE, NON-INFRINGEMENT, MERCHANTABILITY, or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. You are solely responsible for determining the appropriateness of using or redistributing the Work and assume any risks associated with Your exercise of permissions under this License.

8. Limitation of Liability. In no event and under no legal theory, whether in tort (including negligence), contract, or otherwise, unless required by applicable law (such as deliberate and grossly negligent acts) or agreed to in writing, shall any Contributor be liable to You for damages, including any direct, indirect, special, incidental, or consequential damages of any character arising as a result of this License or out of the use or inability to use the Work (including but not limited to damages for loss of goodwill, work stoppage, computer failure or malfunction, or any and all other commercial damages or losses), even if such Contributor has been advised of the possibility of such damages.

9. Accepting Warranty or Additional Liability. While redistributing the Work or Derivative Works thereof, You may choose to offer, and charge a fee for, acceptance of support, warranty, indemnity, or other liability obligations and/or rights consistent with this License. However, in accepting such obligations, You may act only on Your own behalf and on Your sole responsibility, not on behalf of any other Contributor, and only if You agree to indemnify, defend, and hold each Contributor harmless for any liability incurred by, or claims asserted against, such Contributor by reason of your accepting any such warranty or additional liability.

END OF TERMS AND CONDITIONS
BSD-License:

esutils:
https://github.com/estools/esutil

esprima:
https://github.com/jquery/esprima
Copyright JS Foundation and other contributors, https://js.foundation/

node-pre-gyp:
https://github.com/mapbox/node-pre-gyp
Copyright (c), Mapbox
All rights reserved.

source-map:
https://github.com/mozilla/source-map
Copyright (c) 2009-2011, Mozilla Foundation and contributors
All rights reserved.

sprintf-js:
https://github.com/alexei/sprintf.js
Copyright (c) 2007-present, Alexandru Mărășteanu <hello@alexei.ro>
All rights reserved.

glob-to-regexp:
https://github.com/fitzgen/glob-to-regexp
Copyright (c) 2013, Nick Fitzgerald

regjsparser:
https://github.com/jviereck/regjsparser
Copyright (c) Julian Viereck and Contributors, All Rights Reserved.

normalize-package-data:
https://github.com/npm/normalize-package-data
This package contains code originally written by Isaac Z. Schlueter.
Used with permission.
Copyright (c) Meryn Stol ("Author")
All rights reserved.

uri-js:
https://github.com/garycourt/uri-js
Copyright 2011 Gary Court. All rights reserved.
qs:
https://github.com/ljharb/qs
Copyright (c) 2014 Nathan LaFreniere and other contributors.
All rights reserved.

shelljs:
https://github.com/shelljs/shelljs
Copyright (c) 2012, Artur Adib <arturadib@gmail.com>
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

* Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
* Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS" AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL <COPYRIGHT HOLDER> BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

MPL 2.0/EPL 1.0 License:

H2 Database:
This software contains unmodified binary redistributions for H2 database engine (http://www.h2database.com/), which is dual licensed and available under the MPL 2.0 (Mozilla Public License) or under the EPL 1.0 (Eclipse Public License).
An original copy of the license agreement can be found at: http://www.h2database.com/html/license.html
BSD 2-clause "Simplified" License:

**PostgreSQL JDBC:**
Copyright (c) 1997, PostgreSQL Global Development Group
All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without
modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer.
2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice,
   this list of conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation
   and/or other materials provided with the distribution.

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE COPYRIGHT HOLDERS AND CONTRIBUTORS "AS IS"
AND ANY EXPRESS OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE
ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE COPYRIGHT OWNER OR CONTRIBUTORS BE
LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR
CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF
SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS
INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE)
ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

**Bouncycastle (includes com.madgag.spongycastle:core, com.madgag.spongycastle:prov,
com.madgag.spongycastle:pkix):**
https://www.bouncycastle.org/license.html

Copyright (c) 2000-2019 The Legion of the Bouncy Castle Inc. (http://www.bouncycastle.org)

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and
associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction,
including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense,
and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do
so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial
portions of the Software.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

**JSON License:**
Copyright (c) 2002 JSON.org

Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a copy of this software and associated documentation files (the "Software"), to deal in the Software without restriction, including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or sell copies of the Software, and to permit persons to whom the Software is furnished to do so, subject to the following conditions:

The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included in all copies or substantial portions of the Software.

The Software shall be used for Good, not Evil.

THE SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED "AS IS", WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO THE WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE AND NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE AUTHORS OR COPYRIGHT HOLDERS BE LIABLE FOR ANY CLAIM, DAMAGES OR OTHER LIABILITY, WHETHER IN AN ACTION OF CONTRACT, TORT OR OTHERWISE, ARISING FROM, OUT OF OR IN CONNECTION WITH THE SOFTWARE OR THE USE OR OTHER DEALINGS IN THE SOFTWARE.

**OpenSSL License:**
This product includes software developed by the OpenSSL Project for use in the OpenSSL Toolkit (http://www.openssl.org/)
https://www.openssl.org/source/license openssl-ssleay.txt

**CC-BY-3.0:**

spdx-exceptions:
https://github.com/kemitchell/spdx-exceptions.json

font-awesome:
https://github.com/FortAwesome/Font-Awesome
Font Awesome Free License

Font Awesome Free is free, open source, and GPL friendly. You can use it for commercial projects, open source projects, or really almost whatever you want. Full Font Awesome Free license: https://fontawesome.com/license/free.

# Icons: CC BY 4.0 License (https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/)
In the Font Awesome Free download, the CC BY 4.0 license applies to all icons packaged as SVG and JS file types.

# Fonts: SIL OFL 1.1 License (https://scripts.sil.org/OFL)
In the Font Awesome Free download, the SIL OFL license applies to all icons packaged as web and desktop font files.

# Code: MIT License (https://opensource.org/licenses/MIT)
In the Font Awesome Free download, the MIT license applies to all non-font and non-icon files.

# Attribution
Attribution is required by MIT, SIL OFL, and CC BY licenses. Downloaded Font Awesome Free files already contain embedded comments with sufficient attribution, so you shouldn't need to do anything additional when using these files normally.

We've kept attribution comments terse, so we ask that you do not actively work to remove them from files, especially code. They're a great way for folks to learn about Font Awesome.

# Brand Icons
All brand icons are trademarks of their respective owners. The use of these trademarks does not indicate endorsement of the trademark holder by Font Awesome, nor vice versa. **Please do not use brand logos for any purpose except to represent the company, product, or service to which they refer.**